2003 volvo v70 2.4

It's big, expensive, guzzles gas, and is loaded with features, but Volvo's entry into the SUV field
promises to appeal to those who want to rationalize that What's in a name? That depends. A lot
of the time I sit and scratch my head wondering, "What were they thinking? Does the world
need another SUV? Take one look at Volvo's new entry and its plain to see that it will be readily
accepted needed or not. And, when you think Favourite added temporarily. To add it to your
profile, you will need to sign in. New Cars. Technical Specifications: Volvo V70 2. Year
Submodel Base. Trim 2. Suspension and Steering. Front Tires. Wheel Type Option. Front-wheel
drive. Stability Control. Traction Control. Transmission Option. Cargo Capacity. Curb Weight.
Front Headroom. Front Legroom. Fuel Tank Capacity. Max Trailer Weight. Rear Headroom. Rear
Legroom. Comfort and Convenience. Air Conditionning. Dual-zone auto climate control.
Glass-imprinted antenna. GarageDoorOpener Option. Navigation System Option. Reading Light.
Front and rear reading lamps. Remote Audio Controls. Radio controls on steering wheels.
Steering Wheel Adjustment. Exterior Details. Bumper Colour. Body-coloured bumpers. Exterior
Mirror Colour. Body-coloured exterior mirrors. Side-Body Trim. Graphite bodyside moldings.
Sunroof Option. Power glass sunroof. Interior Details. Rearward-facing third row seat. Floor
Mats. Front and rear floor mats. Heated front seats. Rear Center Armrest. Rear folding armrest.
Rear Seat Type. Seat Trim Option. Leather seats. Shifter Knob Trim Option. Leather shift knob.
Steering Wheel Trim Option. Leather-wrapped steering wheel. Exterior Colours. Ash Gold. Black
Sapphire Metallic. Cosmos Blue. Platinum Green. Ruby Red Pearl. Interior Colours. Graphite
Interior. Taupe Interior. Anti-Lock Brakes. Anti-Theft Alarm. Brake Type. Child Seat Anchor.
Child-proof Locks. Driver Airbag. Electronic brake force distribution. Ignition Disable. Panic
Alarm. Passenger Airbag. Roof Side Curtain. Side Airbag. Road Tests and Reviews. Be the first
to review this vehicle. Space and Access. Driving Dynamics. General Appreciation. I want my
review to be anonymous. Forgot your password? Click here. Please login to submit your
evaluation. You May Also Like. Volvo XC90 It's big, expensive, guzzles gas, and is loaded with
features, but Volvo's entry into the SUV field promises to appeal to those who want to
rationalize that More Articles. Leasing Financing. No Images available. Successful Operation
Favourite added temporarily. Choose 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. Volvo wagons have never been better. Volvo's flagship 70 series wagons
range from comfortable sophistication to off-highway capability to high-performance
barnstormer. The Volvo Cross Country can be a great substitute for a sport-utility. It boasts an
elevated chassis for ground clearance, no-dent body armor to brush aside trail debris, and
all-wheel-drive traction for slippery conditions. Yet it offers the smooth ride, agile handling of a
luxury car, while coddling occupants in a luxurious leather cabin. The Volvo V70 2. The V70 T5
offers stellar performance and handling with the refined demeanor of a European luxury sedan.
Volvo V70 and Cross Country wagons are based on the same platform as the silky smooth,
flagship S80 luxury sedan. Their interiors are elegant and well designed. All are practical
wagons with an adaptable seating arrangement and a cavernous cargo compartment complete
with tie-down hooks and other useful accessories. Unlike many SUVs, the cargo floor is flat
when all the seats are folded. Add to that Volvo's traditional dedication to safety: Occupants are
shielded by a safety-cell structure and active seats designed to prevent whiplash injuries.
Airbags are positioned ahead, beside and above. Responsive steering, electronic brake
enhancements, and optional traction control help avoid accidents in the first place. Leather
upholstery and the sunroof are now optional. The Volvo 70 series offers a choice of engines,
suspensions, and packaging. Volvo V70 2. It comes standard with a five-speed manual
transmission. Standard equipment includes power four-wheel-disc brakes with ABS, inch
aluminum wheels, and a long list of luxury, safety, and convenience features. V70 2. Befitting its
extra brawn, the 2. It is powered by a 2. Cross Country comes standard with the Geartronic
automatic transmission. Otherwise the 2. Premium Packages for each variation add a sunroof
and leather upholstery, plus a selection of the comfort and convenience items that come
standard on higher-level models. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep
the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and
for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to
keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Introduction
Volvo wagons have never been better. Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad
blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our
site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear.
Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual
application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still
haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be
logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Like many

relics of the s, the Dudley Moore film 'Crazy People' now appears horribly dated. After all, who
could mention an advertising strapline like 'Volvo, boxy but good' nowadays? Yes, they're still
good, but as Design Director Peter Horbury likes to joke, Volvo have now thrown away the
boxes and kept the toys. No car epitomises this philosophy better than the Volvo V70 estate. Its
predecessors were so ugly and dull to drive that they were nicknamed Swedish penalty boxes,
whereas the V70 is all swoops, curves and studied elegance. Buying a used example means
buying into the legendary reliability without sacrificing style or driver appeal. The best of all
worlds? Volvo owners would have you believe so. Volvo seemed to change the habits of a
lifetime, when in January , they launched the Volvo V70 estate. Puzzled motoring writers
searched the press launch in vain for traces of an S70 saloon version, but the implacable
Swedes from Gothenburg calmly stated that there wasn't one. To the uninformed, the V70 looks
like an S80 estate, and indeed it was based on the same modular P2X platform, but it's some
mm shorter and 30mm narrower overall on a wheelbase shrunk also by 30mm. Not a lot of
difference then, but enough to drop their biggest estate one class size by Volvo's
measurements. If you want a saloon, you either pay more to bag a Volvo S80 or you downsize to
the S Upon launch there were a number of different variants to choose from. Several decent
petrol engines are available, the 2. The bhp 2. Those after a diesel had a fine 2. In June , Volvo
introduced the V70 Cross Country all-terrain version, aping the upmarket appeal of the Audi
allroad and fitted with the bhp 2. Trim levels started out as base and SE, although in September
, the base model was redesignated the S, a policy that was replicated across the V70 range.
Conventional bhp and bhp petrol engines were still available whilst a bhp D5 common rail 2. In
Volvo launched the V70 R, a performance variant with no less than bhp under the bonnet. In a
significant facelift was wreaked across the range. The key modifications most will notice were a
more streamlined bumper and grille set with clear rear lights being fitted to all models. There
were changes to interior trim and various snippets of new technology added. T5 also received a
10bhp boost to bhp. A further power boost was brought in for the model year with the D5 diesel
given bhp. Despite this, the bhp engine continued in 2. All models received wing mirrors with
integrated indicator lights at this time. The Volvo V70 is a traditionally solidIy-built Volvo with a
vertical rear window capable of swallowing enormous loads. The shape is not the usual
slab-sided box, however, with elegantly tapering shoulders running along the flanks of the car.
Luckily for estate car buyers, the new V70 is no such horror. Certainly the tail is squared off but
if you want an estate don't you want load-lugging ability? And you get it, with Volvo claiming a
rear-seats-down capacity of litres in a boot that is longer, wider and taller than that of the old
V90, for so long the king of the Volvo estate castle. Style has not been sacrificed at the altar of
practicality. Where the old V70 was all sharp angles and boxy looks, the new one is curvy all
over. Designer Horbury has cleverly decreased the amount the side glass curves from front to
rear, for maximum style at the driving end and maximum carrying ability at the business end.
That rear, as before, is distinguished by Volvo's now-usual pillars of tail lights. Inside, funnily
enough, sharp angles make a comeback. Volvo cabins have become more rounded-off in recent
years but this one heralds the return of degree-angled instrument and ventilation grille
surrounds and is arguably even more stylish than the excellent S80's. You could directly swap
the centre console with the S80 but everything else in the V70 differs in the detail if not general
layout. The Swedes earn additional points for continuing to offer light interior colours as
alternatives to the off-black shades so beloved by German designers. Then there's the
two-position rear seat backrest to boost luggage space. Rear seat space isn't the V70's forte, as
the bench is sculpted top seat two and there isn't a great deal of legroom for a central third
passenger. However, console yourself with Volvo exclusives such as an under-floor shopping
bag holder, an optional airline-style centre table for rear seat passengers, a plastic rubbish bag
holder in the centre console and a hook in the front passenger seat headrest so the driver can
grab his jacket without leaving his seat. Take top-spec for granted; this is a new Volvo, after all.
With the new V70 come dual-stage airbag inflation determined by impact severity and Isofix
mountings for the optional rear-facing child seat. Please fill in the form here for an exact
up-to-date information. The Volvo V70 has yet to report any significant faults although as with
any estate car, check the rear load bay for signs of damage. The five-cylinder engines are
relatively unstressed units with the exception of the T5's bhp installation. With the more
powerful models, check the tyres carefully as they can rapidly wave the white flag if the car has
been driven in a 'spirited manner'. The interior trim is hardy and the fittings are well made, so
the interiors tend to bear up pretty well. With the Cross Country scheck for correct wheel
alignment and inspect the suspension and exhaust if you suspect it may have been subjected to
something more arduous than a grassy car park. The ramp and departure angles of the car
aren't great so take a look at the underside for scuffing or other damage. Volvos may be safer
than ever before, but it seems that a streak of flair has crept into the model range, with each car

either elegantly styled or indecently powerful, sometimes both. It would almost seem that since
its inception into Ford's Premier Auto Group, Volvo is a company letting its corporate hair
down. The V70 is a case in point. It's basic similarity to the S80 is most evident in its syrupy
smooth ride quality. Buying an estate these days needn't equate to ride quality like a slam-door
train. The dynamics are better than you might expect too. Body roll is evident when you put the
big Volvo into a corner, but the steering feels accurate and the handling characteristics are
benign and predictable. The five-cylinder engines are surprisingly insistent at idle, but slip the
shifter into neutral and it dies off. Once on the move, all engines are reassuringly quiet. Of the
models, the swift T5 garner most headlines with its mph top speed and ability to despatch
60mph in 7. With a fair turn of speed, and the ability to average 44mpg, coupled with impressive
refinement, the diesel offers an extremely practical compromise. If the Volvo V70 was a quick
drying woodstain, you could guarantee that it would do exactly what it said on the tin. Roomy,
durable, well screwed together and priced towards the premium end of the market, this is a car
for those who treat their cars well and in return expect trouble free motoring. As a used buy, th
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e V70 makes good sense, although first you may have to prise the current owner's fingers from
the registration document. It's a car with no hidden surprises, no stings in the tail, and for the
target customer, that's very good news indeed. By clicking subscribe you are adhering to our
terms and conditions. Please see our privacy policy for more details. Personal Business. Sales
enquiries: Personal Breakdown Cover. How to pass your driving test Car insurance guides. RAC
Drive. Greater London Change location. Your location is currently set as Greater London Update
location. Use my location. Search RAC Drive for news, reviews, advice and more. Volvo V70 used car review. Get covered. Join now. Get our best motoring stories, delivered. Get the latest
news, reviews and offers to help keep your motoring costs down. You might also like. Sign up
for our newsletter Get the latest news, advice, reviews and offers to help keep your motoring
costs down. Privacy policy Accessibility Cookie policy.

